


The Perfect Fit for IoT Applications
Being an associate member of the Intel IoT Solutions Alliance, GIGAIPC is devoting efforts to present solutions for Internet of Things (IoT) computing 

reference designs for Intel’s new platforms, and develop them further into a large range of professional IoT products and customer-optimized solutions

performance and security, robust build quality and the Input/output (I / O) flexibility, QBix-Plus-KBLA7100-A1 is made a perfect fit for various IoT appl

Intel® 7th Generation Core™ Processor
Intel  7th Gen Core processor utilizes a power efficient microarchitecture, advanced process technology, and silicon optimizations to

performance than previous generation processors, delivering more responsive performance than ever before.

Rich in Connectivity Options
QBix-Plus-KBLA7100-A1 ensures you won't be hindered by lack of connections. Having built-in 802.11ac and Bluetooth 4.2 gives users a higher cap

coverage, allowing them to use their devices and accessories wherever they wish, with no compromise on the speed. Gigabit Ethernet can help increa
compatible devices on your wired LAN, especially when large file transfers are involved.

Dual Display with UHD Resolution

With two HDMI outputs, QBix-Plus-KBLA7100-A1 can power two displays simultaneously, making it a perfect choice as a high productivity device in

addition, with HDMI 2.0, it also support native resolution of 4K at 60Hz, presenting unrivaled visual clarity and stunning realism to owners of UHD disp

VESA Mount Support
Bundled with a VESA bracket, QBix-Plus-KBLA7100-A1 can easily be mounted behind a monitor or HDTV, offering a simple and effective way to turn

display or TV into a full-featured PC or digital signage unit. 

Fast USB 3.1 Solution

The latest USB 3.1 offers a staggering 10Gb/s transfer speed, 2x faster than USB 3.0 and backward compatibility with existing USB devices.

Support RS232 / 422 / 485
QBix-Plus-KBLA7100-A1 is equipped with 1 x COM port to support RS-232 / 422 / 485 for industrial applications.
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